Numerical Generalization of the
Linear Dispersion Compound Prism Spectrometer

ABSTRACT

Prism based spectrometers are utilizing the wavelength dispersive characteristics of
the prism. Their main advantage over grating based spectrometers is the lack of highorder phenomena which lead to ghosts and cross-talk. But the main limit of prisms
was always the non-linear behavior of angle vs. wavelength.
In a previous paper the Compound Prism Spectrometer was introduced, while a
specific optical design was used to demonstrate the concept.
In this paper a numerical generalization is performed, to prove the robustness of the
design, and the ability to use virtually any 2 kinds of glasses.
The model described below, includes a bank of Schott glasses, and the equations are
built to find and optimize two parameters: dispersion linearity and dispersion span
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1. Introduction

Research essentials are presented on the following pages.
Introduction, conclusions, and references - will be completed soon.
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In general we are looking for the solution of the equation:

We are looking to find the ratio between a and b in such way that
will be linear
in given range.
The rules over a and b are that a is positive and in the range of 1 to 45 and b is always
negative in the same range.
The range for λ is given by the physical transparency of the glass.
In this specific solution we use Schott definition for refraction index as function of λ.
The spectral range is set in accordance to visible light range i.e. 0.4 to 1 micron.
Using Schott definition the index of refraction is given by:

We prove the concept that the refraction index of combined prisms of different
glasses can be described by linear function. We use two glasses, one is SF11 and the
other is KDP.
We will start with the coefficients of SF11:

We will assign the SF11 coefficients into the general function of the refraction index:

For KPD the coefficients are:

Following the previous step we apply:

We will plot the refraction index of SF11 and KPD as function of λ.
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Two prisms of different glasses have a refraction index that is a linear combination of
the refraction index of each glass. The parameters that rule the final results are the
head angle of each prism. There for we get

Our claim is that there is ration between α and β that will make the combined
refraction index linear as function of λ. The for we will define β as function of α and
R, the ratio factor
The private case of SF11 and KDP will show that this result can be obtained:

Using the dial buttons one can see the effect of R and α on the refraction index of
each part of the optical system and the refraction index of the combined optical
system. In blue there is a linear fit to the result.
One can see that the effect of α on the combined graph is changing the "DC" value of
the graph, while changes of R give changes of the function behavior in the given
range.
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Read Schott data:
After proving the private case of SF11 and KPD we will go to any set of two glasses.
A list of glass made by Schott was obtained. The list is loaded and using the buttons
one can load different pairs of glasses, then change α and R and see the effect. The
result is that any pair in the given list has on R that makes the combined graph linear.
In order to find the result is linear we find the slop of the linear fit and the derivative
of the combined refraction index at two points (0.5 and 0.8). When the three values
are identical (or close to equal) the response of the refraction index to λ is linear.
-7.550648866*abs(1.31004128*lambda^2/(lambda^2-0.79659645e-2)+.142038259*lambda^2/(lambda^2-0.330672072e-1)+.964929351*l
/(lambda^2-109.19732)+1)^(1/2)+3.666134666+3.8845142*abs(1.84910553*lambda^2/(lambda^2-0.999234757e-2)+.329828674*lambda
bda^2-0.387437988e-1)+1.30400901*lambda^2/(lambda^2-95.8967681)+1)^(1/2)
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P-LASF50

3.8845142

As final step we developed a numerical algorithm that can find R and the dispersion,
for any given pair of glasses.
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Annex A – code in brief
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